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Text-to-image generation

Results
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Generating images from text is an important problem with applications
in art and media content generation. Traditionally, text-to-image generation has been addressed using GANs, but recently autoregressive
models based on transformers such as DALL-E and CogView have
shown superior performance. These recent advances draw improvements from the increased model and dataset size. In this work we apply
some of the principles that made that possible in a smaller scale and
develop autoregressive models for text-to-image generation trainable
on a single GPU. In particular, we develop a module that allows us to
conditionally generate images from text using a PixelCNN architecture.

Our method successfully manages to generate images containing all
objects in the caption when trained on the complex ClipArt dataset,
whereas the baseline PixelCNN that uses global sentence features
fails to generate the correct objects.
It also generates visually competitive images with state-of-the-art GANs
when trained COCO, while having a less complicated architecture and
better sample diversity.

A drawback of autoregressive text-to-image generation is the need to
generate multiple images and rank them, e.g. using CLIP. We use the
cross-attention weights to find regions of similarity with words:
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Method
We learn an autoencoder that uses discrete rather than continuous
representations, following VQ-VAE:
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We rank the generated images by detecting blobs in the heatmaps and
sort by their weighted average area (e.g. using tf-idf):
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A cat is in a stock pot
sitting on a hob
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We use a PixelCNN to conditionally generate an image from text,
learning a prior over the discrete codebook vectors. We improve on
vanilla PixelCNN by introducing cross-modal attention, where each
spatial location attends to individual words in the caption. This results
in better performance than using a global sentence feature as in prior
works, as we are able to capture finer grained details from the caption.
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CLIP ranking

When evaluated on FID and R-Precision, our method falls behind
SOTA GANs and recent large autoregressive models. Note however
that DALL-E also has lower FID score, while being better visually.
FID score on COCO (↓)
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FID
35.2
26.0
27.5
27.1
40.2
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R-Precision score on COCO (↑)
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0.76
DM-GAN
0.65
Ours
0.51
Ours w/ seg. masks
0.56
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